I Still Love You
Right here, we have countless book i still love you and collections to check out. We additionally have the
funds for variant types and as a consequence type of the books to browse. The adequate book, fiction,
history, novel, scientific research, as with ease as various additional sorts of books are readily open here.
As this i still love you, it ends going on physical one of the favored books i still love you collections that
we have. This is why you remain in the best website to look the unbelievable ebook to have.

Yes, I Still Love You Darshit Kangad 2018-01-22 Love can happen anywhere and with anyone. This is
commonly said everytime when matters of love is discussed but it is also true. Darshit's story talks about
how we fall for someone in any institution either with colleagues or with classmates. But does all love
story end up happily? Certainly not. There have been lovers who went through big troubles and break-ups
but they ultimately show up somewhere in our life. There are also lovers who never expressed their love
but they were concerned about each other and that is what had happened with the protagonist of the
story. This is a story where emotions are expressed rightly and truly for the first love that happens to all.
We all remember our first love.
Will You Still Love Me? Ravinder Singh 2018 "Lavanya Gogoi is from the scenic hills of Shillong while
Rajveer Saini belongs to the shahi city of Patiala. Worlds apart from one another, the two land up next to
each other on a flight from Mumbai to Chandigarh. It's love at first flight, at least for one of them. For the
other ... well, it's going to take more than a plane ride! And when love does finally happen, there are more
obstacles to overcome. Rajveer has to stand up against his own if he and Lavanya are to be together."-Page 4 of cover.
I Still Love You Parthivi Gautam 2020-09-03 How pleasant it feels when somebody calls us their lifeline.
This all seems very pleasing at one phase but as soon as the relationship grows, the naked reality of the
dual nature of our loving partner gets disclosed. Sometimes it is easy to just forget whatever crap that
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took place in the past, but after getting so close to somebody that you know their aroma, it is quite difficult
to erase their memories from the floor of heart. Breakups are not just the end of a relationship but it also
shatters the soul, the feeling of getting betrayed and cheated also cannot force the past memories to
make their way out from the heart. Instead of cigarettes and shots, sometimes poetry does its best in
easing the guilt of broken relationship. The rain shatters the rainbow sometimes, so do relationships—they
fade in the colours of life but not memories.
I Still Love You Michael Ungar 2014-11-01 Therapist and family and youth specialist Michael Ungar takes
readers inside of a weekly support group for families with difficult children. Using the struggles of the
families and his own experiences with a troubled upbringing, Ungar lays out nine strategies for parents to
help difficult children grow and flourish.
Circles and Hearts, I Still Love You Yael Zohar Hansen 2013-10-14 In memory of my mother who through
this experience has taught me that freedom of spirit is the highest value and that the door to unlimited
potential and opportunity is open, awaiting the young eagle who always yearned to fly across the sun. . . .
For the dreamer who dares to believe its not a figment of imagination. . . . A series of endearing
messages from loved ones on the other side and a wish to share my sense of discovery and solace with
the world. . . . Im a helpless disciple in your temple of love. Rod Stewart & Kevin Savigar
I Still Love You Andrew Kenton 2020-12-21 A kind teacher helps children navigate a world changed by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
There Was Still Love Favel Parrett 2019-09-24 Prague, 1938: Eva flies down the street from her sister.
Suddenly a man steps out, a man wearing a hat. Eva runs into him, hits the pavement hard. His hat is in
the gutter. His anger slaps Eva, but his hate will change everything, as war forces so many lives into
small, brown suitcases. Prague, 1980: No one sees Ludek. A young boy can slip right under the heavy
blanket that covers this city - the fear cannot touch him. Ludek is free. And he sees everything. The world
can do what it likes. The world can go to hell for all he cares because Babi is waiting for him in the warm
flat. His whole world. Melbourne, 1980: Malá Li?ka's grandma holds her hand as they climb the stairs to
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their third floor flat. Inside, the smell of warm pipe tobacco and homemade cakes. Here, Mána and Bill
have made a life for themselves and their granddaughter. A life imbued with the spirit of Prague and the
loved ones left behind. Favel Parrett's deep emotional insight and stellar literary talent shine through in
this love letter to the strong women who bind families together, despite dislocation and distance. It is a
tender and beautifully told story of memory, family and love. Because there is still love. No matter what.
I Still Love You Naman Porwal 2020-02-21 Have you ever wondered if you had a chance to go in the
past, what would you have done? Would you like to pause it, change it or delete it? Well, it's complicated.
You can't decide even in million years. Have you ever wondered why? Because you can't go in the past.
You can't do anything. You can't rewind it, you can't change it, you can't erase it, you can't delete it or you
can’t even forget it. Your past remains trapped in the past. The only thing you can do is to stop thinking
and move forward. But there's always a time when we get tired in moving forward, we rest and resting let
us think and go in the past. We think of the possibilities of changing the past and enjoy the pain that is
not going to change anything. “I Still Love You” is the story of a guy Armaan who meets with a girl and
immediately gets attracted to her. The girl shared comfort with him but loved some other boy. He holds on
to her until Ragini came to his life and make him live his life to the fullest. As time goes by, Armaan
increasingly got attached to the girl. Ragini got control of his dreams and Armaan realized that she is the
one to love. He gets in love with Ragini and loved her with his whole heart. Armaan confessed to her and
Ragini loved Armaan eventually. There came the turning point when Armaan loved her too much and
Ragini can’t handle so much love. What happened next? Does Armaan get to achieve the love of his life
or get bitter betrayal? Read more to find out . . . .
Can I Still Love You? Shantelle White 2018-03 Journee notices that her best friend Maggie likes different
things and even looks different than her. This makes Journee ask the question, "can I still love you?" She
quickly learns that she can, and that those differences only make their friendship more exciting!
I Still Love You Michael Ungar 2014-11-03 Therapist and family and youth specialist Michael Ungar takes
readers inside of a weekly support group for families with difficult children. Using the struggles of the
families and his own experiences with a troubled upbringing, Ungar lays out nine strategies for parents to
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help difficult children grow and flourish.
My Darling I Will Always Love You Simon Eddik 2020-02-07 this is a note book gift for the Person You
Loveincludes 110 pages I wish to love this notebook it's very interesting
I Love You Still Margaret Scofield 2018-08-27 Every memory with your baby is precious, and every baby
deserves a beautiful place to be cherished forever. I Love You Still: A Memorial Baby Book was carefully
created to hold memories and love for babies taken too soon due to miscarriage, stillbirth, or in their first
days of life. Each word and image of this sweet baby book was carefully chosen to be as inclusive as
possible for all babies and gestational ages. Professional illustrations by award-winning children's book
illustrator Priscilla Alpaugh feature a gender-neutral, nursery animal theme, and the book's secular content
allows room for mom to include her own unique spiritual beliefs. I Love You Still combines aspects of
traditional baby books with areas for memorialization, with lots of additional journaling space for grieving
moms to complete whenever it feels right for them. The book's quality is meant to last, and its content can
be revisited for months or years to come. * A beautiful baby memory book, memorial keepsake, and
bereavement journal specifically created for the events and emotions that follow miscarriage, stillbirth, or
newborn loss * Over 50 full-color professional illustrations featuring a gender-neutral nursery animal
theme. Words and images are and carefully designed to be as inclusive as possible for all babies and
gestational ages. * Substantial 8 x 10.5 padded hardcover book with Smyth sewn, lay-flat binding. The
cover features a soft matte finish with spot UV treatment for subtle shine on the imagery and title. * 64pages, including traditional baby book sections, prompted journaling, freeform journal space and
scrapbook. Example sections include: parents' backgrounds, trying to conceive, pregnancy test reactions,
monthly pregnancy milestones, baby's due date, favorite memories and time spent together, memorial
gestures, holding the space, scrapbooking, resources, and more. The mission of I Love You Still: A
Memorial Baby Book is to cherish pregnancy, remember baby, and honor motherhood. Born and raised in
Wayzata, Minnesota, Margaret Scofield attended the University of Arizona where she earned her BA in
English with a minor in Family Studies and Human Development. In 2016, while taking time off from her
career to start a family, Margaret's dear friend lost her daughter to miscarriage. As a new mom herself,
Margaret wanted to do more to help. After she tried in vain to find a baby book that catered to the 1 in 4
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women who endure miscarriage, Margaret's purpose became clear. In 2016, Margaret started a business
and created the manuscript for I Love You Still: A Memorial Baby Book. Since then, the book has been
circulated to over 20 countries, and her story has appeared on news outlets such as NBC News, The
TODAY Show, People Magazine, FOX Television, and MSN News. Today, Margaret continues her
mission to cherish pregnancy, remember baby, and honor motherhood by encouraging real conversation
about pregnancy and baby loss, and postpartum mental health.
I Still Love You Daniel MacIvor 2006 Contents: Never swim alone, 1991 - The soldier dreams,1997 - You
are here, 2000 - In on it,2001 - A beautiful view, 2006.
I Will Always Love You Jane E. Gerver 2002 A little panda's mother reassures him that she will love him
no matter what he does.
Am I Still in Love with You? Sudhanshu Anand, 2018-06-10 “Don’t be dismayed at goodbyes. A farewell
is necessary before you can meet again.” A nineteen-year-old guy faces break-up again, but this time, it’s
not painful. There’s no drama, no tears and no feeling of loss. But the last time was different. They both
fell in love at a very young age. They were happy till another girl enters the guy’s life, unintentionally
turning around every equation associated with his understanding of love, life and death. Am I Still in Love
with You? is a motivational love story which inspires one to follow the heart and do its bidding. The story
is the fight of a teenage boy to revive himself from love and loss, and find what true love truly is.
Love You Forever Robert N. Munsch 1986 As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a mother
secretly rocks him each night as he sleeps.
When Mommy and Daddy Say No, They Still Love You Nancy J. Ennis 2014 In a series of family scenerios,
a mother and father transform "NO" into a word of love and protection, encouraging their children to
become responsible, healthy, and curteous individuals.
Will You Still Love Me, If . . . ? Catherine Leblanc 2013-11-01 An imaginative journey through a child’s big
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questions about the nature of a mother’s love Little Bear is worried. Just how much does his mom love
him? What if he does something really bad? What if something bad happens to her? But a mother’s love
is strong, and as Little Bear finds out, nothing can change that.
P.S. I Still Love You Jenny Han 2019-12-17 Now a Netflix original movie starring Lana Condor and Noah
Centineo! In this highly anticipated sequel to the “lovely, lighthearted” (School Library Journal) New York
Times bestselling To All The Boys I’ve Loved Before, Lara Jean still has letters to write and even more to
lose when it comes to love. Lara Jean didn’t expect to really fall for Peter. She and Peter were just
pretending. Except suddenly they weren’t. Now Lara Jean is more confused than ever. When another boy
from her past returns to her life, Lara Jean’s feelings for him return too. Can a girl be in love with two
boys at once? In this charming and heartfelt sequel to the New York Times bestseller To All the Boys I’ve
Loved Before, we see first love through the eyes of the unforgettable Lara Jean. Love is never easy, but
maybe that’s part of what makes it so amazing.
Will You Still Love Me? Rick Walton 1992 A son poses a number of scenarios to his father and asks if, in
certain circumstances, his father will still love him.
Clara Lee and the Apple Pie Dream Jenny Han 2014-01-14 Meet Clara Lee. Likes: her best friends, her
grandpa, her little sister (when she's not being annoying, which is almost always), candy necklaces, and
the Apple Blossom Festival. Dislikes: her little sister (when she's being annoying, which is almost always),
her mom's yucky fish soup, and bad dreams (even though Grandpa says they mean good luck). After a
bad dream, Clara Lee has a whole day of good luck. But when her luck changes, she upsets her friends
and family. Will Clara Lee have good luck again in time to try out for the Little Miss Apple Pie pageant?
Clara Lee is a delightful character from acclaimed author Jenny Han. This charming, humorous chapter
book is perfect for fans of Clementine and Judy Moody!
Adult Piano Adventures Popular Book 2 - Timeless Hits and Popular Favorites Nancy Faber 2017-02-01
(Faber Piano Adventures ). The appeal of popular music spans generations and genres. In this collection
of 27 hits, enjoy folk tunes like "Ashokan Farewell" and "Bridge Over Troubled Water," movie themes from
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James Bond and Batman , Broadway numbers from Evita and A Little Night Music , and chart-toppers
performed by Michael Jackson, Adele, Billy Joel, and more. Adult Piano Adventures Popular Book 2
provides this variety, yet with accessible arrangements for the progressing pianist. Students may advance
through the book alongside method studies, or jump to all their favorites. Optional chord symbols above
the staff guide understanding and personal expression.
I Do Love You Still Mary B. Morrison 2019-07-30 From New York Times bestselling author Mary B.
Morrison comes the scintillating, no-holds-barred novel of a dazzling potential power couple who
regretfully take their scandalous love-hurt reunion to an all-time low . . . Between their rising careers and
insatiable passion for each other, Xena Trinity and Memphis Brown seem to be perfect partners. Sure,
they break up constantly, but their love and sexual chemistry is undeniable. Since their ultimate goal is to
marry and start a family after Memphis fulfills his dreams, they believe they can one day have it all. Until
Xena gets a once-in-a-lifetime chance to take her fashion brand from Savannah to New York City—just
after track star Memphis clinches an Olympic spot . . . Never conceiving Xena could outshine him,
Memphis crosses a new line: He looks elsewhere to fill the void of her abandonment and betrayal. Fed up
with Memphis’s shenanigans, Xena moves on to a new man who supports her dream of building her
brand . . . until her heart makes her yearn once more for a life with her soulmate, Memphis. With her
career and love life hanging in the balance, Xena is forced to re-evaluate her priorities. Which man can
she depend on for happiness? Will she take another chance on Memphis? Or stay with the self-made
billionaire offering wisdom and stability? Will turning to her business partner or her best friend for advice
give her answers or more complications? Just when Xena has hope everything will turn out fine, lifealtering discoveries put her and Memphis’s careers on pause—breaking more than their hearts. And
getting real enough to manage this devastation could cost Xena and Memphis more than they ever
imagined . . .
Poetry Book - I Still Love You (Inspirational Love Poems on Life, Poetry Books, Spiritual Poems, Poetry
Books, Love Poems, Poetry Books, Inspirational Poems, Poetry Books, Love Poems, Poetry Books)
Nerissa Marie 2017-07 Poetry Book - I Still Love You (Inspirational Love Poems on Life, Poetry Books,
Spiritual Poems, Poetry Books, Love Poems, Poetry Books, Inspirational Poems, Poetry Books, Love
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Poems, Poetry Books)I Still Love You, is a poetic journey created with the intention that you may
adventure within to find happiness, and discover the confidence and courage to shine bright! This glorious
poetry inspires inner strength, compassion and courage.This is a magical poetry book filled with
enchanting illustrations. The raw poems embrace life¿s challenges and the beauty beyond our conscious
mind. Poetry to awaken the illuminated love that is all pervading, ever present and resides within
you.Poetry that floats into the astral realms looking for love and life purpose. Bringing home connection,
humility, compassion, happiness and eternal love.This poetry book is especially great for conscious
people, who wish to embrace themselves and shine bright as can be!* Poetry to illuminate the soul*
Excellent for self-healing* Magical and peaceful poems* Read aloud* Love Poems* Inspirational poetry*
Spiritual healingThis is a great inspirational poetry book to share with friends and family.Encouraging:*
Self-Confidence & Self-Esteem* Mindfulness* Inner Calm* Happiness and Joy* Compassion* Inner-Peace*
Love* Compassionate Living* Service to humanityScroll up and click 'buy' and enjoy some quality reading
time!tags: love poems, poem books, poetry, poetry collection, rhyming book, kids poetry, inspiration books,
spiritual poetry, spiritual poems, self help books, poetry, poem, poems, funeral poems, wedding poetry,
angel poems, chakras, enlightenment, bedtime stories, short stories, poetry books, poem read aloud,
poem crazy, poems free, poems about love, poems about life, poems for kids, poem read aloud, poemas
de amor, poems free kindle, poetry anthology, poetry handbook, spiritual self healing, religion and
spirituality free books, spirituality books, spirituality and mental illness, spirituality of imperfection,
spirituality without religion, spirituality and health, self help, self help books, self help books for women,
free self help books for kindle, self help free, self help workbooks, meditations, meditation book,
meditation free kindle books, meditation techniques for beginners, chakras, chakras for beginners, chakras
balancing, chakras healing, mindfulness, mindfulness for beginners, mindfulness meditation, love poems.
Chicken Farmer I Still Love You Lana Hechtman Ayers 2007-11-01 Taking its title from graffiti on a now
landmark boulder in Newbury, New Hampshire, the book observes, in exhilarating language, that despite
the failings and inscrutability of human nature, the possibility for transcendence abounds. From love to
war, from history to pop culture, from the mundane to the famous, from the ineffable workings of society
to the plaintive yearnings of the individual soul, poem after poem, Ayers delivers the craft of a mature
poet.
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I Will Always Love You Marilee Joy Mayfield 2015
It's Not Summer Without You Jenny Han 2011-04-05 In Jenny Han's follow-up to The Summer I Turned
Pretty, Belly finds out what comes after falling in love. Now available in paperback!
PS, I Love You Cecelia Ahern 2012 Holly couldn't live without her husband Gerry, until the day she had to.
They were the kind of young couple who could finish each other's sentences. When Gerry succumbs to a
terminal illness and dies, 30-year-old Holly is set adrift, unable to pick up the pieces. But with the help of
a series of letters her husband left her before he died and a little nudging from an eccentric assortment of
family and friends, she learns to laugh, overcome her fears, and discover a world she never knew existed.
Guess What? I Still Love You. Jessica Simon 2016-12-08 As parents of young children know, toddlers
can sometimes be crazy. But their parents still love them very much—no matter what. Sometimes toddlers
misbehave and have to go to timeout. Sometimes they resist going to bed at night or for a nap.
Sometimes they color on the walls or throw food on the floor. Sometimes they break things or scream and
yell and bawl. And eventually they grow a bit older and don’t want to cuddle anymore. Through
everything, their parents love them. This children’s book describes the quirky struggles of parenting
toddlers and demonstrates what unconditional love looks like.
My Love Never Faked… Nikhil Mahajan, 2010 Nikhil Mahajan is a physiotherapist – turned – author. Born
in Udhampur, Jammu & Kashmir. This is his debut novel.
To All the Boys I've Loved Before Jenny Han 2014-04-15 To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before is now a
major motion picture streaming on Netflix! A Time Best YA Book of All Time (2021) Lara Jean’s love life
gets complicated in this New York Times bestselling “lovely, lighthearted romance” (School Library
Journal) from the bestselling author of The Summer I Turned Pretty series. What if all the crushes you
ever had found out how you felt about them…all at once? Sixteen-year-old Lara Jean Song keeps her love
letters in a hatbox her mother gave her. They aren’t love letters that anyone else wrote for her; these are
ones she’s written. One for every boy she’s ever loved—five in all. When she writes, she pours out her
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heart and soul and says all the things she would never say in real life, because her letters are for her
eyes only. Until the day her secret letters are mailed, and suddenly, Lara Jean’s love life goes from
imaginary to out of control.
I Hope You'll Still Love Me Nithya Ramesh 2021-06-07 I Hope You'll Still Love Me documents the
multifaceted experience of being South Asian and LGBTQIA+. These narratives explore coming out to
yourself and family and friends, falling in love, recovering from heartbreak, battling body image issues,
searching for spaces to be simultaneously queer and South Asian, the influence of fanfiction, navigating
religion, the demand for perfection, transracial adoption, being transgender and South Asian, gender
confirmation surgery, finding community, and so much more. Through tales of vulnerability, heartbreak,
and triumph, contributors lay their truth out for readers, to tell those going through similar experiences that
they are not alone, and to guide loved ones who are invested in understanding.
I Will Always Love You Brie Turns 2020-04-22 Big Giraffe tells a sweet story of all the ways she will love
Little Giraffe.
Why I Still Love You Gregory E. Lang 2007 Falling in love is easy. We all search for the person who will
complete us, the one who will fill our hearts with joy and bring a sense of security to our world.
Always and Forever, Lara Jean Jenny Han 2020-12-15 Lara Jean’s letter-writing days aren’t over in this
follow-up to the bestselling To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before and P.S. I Still Love You. Soon to be a
major motion picture coming to Netflix in 2021—the first two movies in the series are streaming now! Lara
Jean is having the best senior year a girl could ever hope for. She is head over heels in love with her
boyfriend, Peter; her dad’s finally getting remarried to their next door neighbor, Ms. Rothschild; and
Margot’s coming home for the summer just in time for the wedding. But change is looming on the horizon.
And while Lara Jean is having fun and keeping busy helping plan her father’s wedding, she can’t ignore
the big life decisions she has to make. Most pressingly, where she wants to go to college and what that
means for her relationship with Peter. She watched her sister Margot go through these growing pains.
Now Lara Jean’s the one who’ll be graduating high school and leaving for college and leaving her
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family—and possibly the boy she loves—behind. When your heart and your head are saying two different
things, which one should you listen to?
The Player of Games Iain M. Banks 2009-12-01 The Culture - a human/machine symbiotic society - has
thrown up many great Game Players, and one of the greatest is Gurgeh. Jernau Morat Gurgeh. The
Player of Games. Master of every board, computer and strategy. Bored with success, Gurgeh travels to
the Empire of Azad, cruel and incredibly wealthy, to try their fabulous game...a game so complex, so like
life itself, that the winner becomes emperor. Mocked, blackmailed, almost murdered, Gurgeh accepts the
game, and with it the challenge of his life - and very possibly his death. Praise for Iain M. Banks: "Poetic,
humorous, baffling, terrifying, sexy -- the books of Iain M. Banks are all these things and more" -- NME
"An exquisitely riotous tour de force of the imagination which writes its own rules simply for the pleasure
of breaking them." -- Time Out
I Still Love You, Dad Anna De Bode 2010 A new series which deals with dramatic significant events in
young children's lives with sensitive pictures which are sure to appeal to small children trying to cope with
difficult situations.
100 Days of Sunlight Abbie Emmons 2019-08-07 When 16-year-old poetry blogger Tessa Dickinson is
involved in a car accident and loses her eyesight for 100 days, she feels like her whole world has been
turned upside-down. Terrified that her vision might never return, Tessa feels like she has nothing left to be
happy about. But when her grandparents place an ad in the local newspaper looking for a typist to help
Tessa continue writing and blogging, an unlikely answer knocks at their door: Weston Ludovico, a boy her
age with bright eyes, an optimistic smile...and no legs. Knowing how angry and afraid Tessa is feeling,
Weston thinks he can help her. But he has one condition -- no one can tell Tessa about his disability. And
because she can't see him, she treats him with contempt: screaming at him to get out of her house and
never come back. But for Weston, it's the most amazing feeling: to be treated like a normal person, not
just a sob story. So he comes back. Again and again and again. Tessa spurns Weston's "obnoxious
optimism", convinced that he has no idea what she's going through. But Weston knows exactly how she
feels and reaches into her darkness to show her that there is more than one way to experience the world.
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As Tessa grows closer to Weston, she finds it harder and harder to imagine life without him -- and
Weston can't imagine life without her. But he still hasn't told her the truth, and when Tessa's sight returns
he'll have to make the hardest decision of his life: vanish from Tessa's world...or overcome his fear of
being seen. 100 Days of Sunlight is a poignant and heartfelt novel by author Abbie Emmons. If you like
sweet contemporary romance and strong family themes then you'll love this touching story of hope,
healing, and getting back up when life knocks you down.
I still Love You Avisek Sahoo 2020-02-14 Isn't it strange how we don't realize the value of loved one until
we lose them? Rahul's search for true love comes end when he meet Ayesha in college life.They fall in
love each other deeply. Even starting to describe how much they loved each other a thousand pages
would be needed to write.Just when things are going to perfect an unexpected tragedy strike and change
their life.Time played the role of the devil in their love story.Will their love stand the test of time? " I still
Love You " is a story of true love , hardcore romance , heartbreak & more...
Say You Still Love Me K.A. Tucker 2019-08-06 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER The bestselling author of
The Simple Wild and Keep Her Safe and “master of steamy romance” (Kirkus Reviews) delivers a
sizzling novel about an ambitious and high-powered executive who reconnects with her first love: the boy
who broke her heart. Life is a mixed bag for Piper Calloway. On the one hand, she’s a twenty-nine-yearold VP at her dad’s multibillion-dollar real estate development firm, and living the high single life with her
two best friends in a swanky downtown penthouse. On the other hand, she’s considered a pair of sexy
legs in a male-dominated world and constantly has to prove her worth. Plus she’s stuck seeing her
narcissistic ex-fiancé—a fellow VP—on the other side of her glass office wall every day. Things get
exponentially more complicated for Piper when she runs into Kyle Miller—the handsome new security
guard at Calloway Group, and coincidentally the first love of her life. The guy she hasn’t seen or heard
from since they were summer camp counselors together. The guy from the wrong side of the tracks. The
guy who apparently doesn’t even remember her name. Piper may be a high-powered businesswoman
now, but she soon realizes that her schoolgirl crush is still alive and strong, and crippling her
concentration. What’s more, despite Kyle’s distant attitude, she’s convinced their reunion isn’t at all
coincidental, and that his feelings for her still run deep. And she’s determined to make him admit to them,
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no matter the consequences.
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